
Mini Saddle Chair Saddlex Mini              

Space-saving and light to move 

 

Ergonomic benefits 

+ Ergonomic saddle-form seat 

+ This chair obliges one to maintain a correct sitting position that 

benefits the muscles. 

+ The seat is soft for comfortable sitting, whilst at the same time 

for reducing pressure points to make circulation easier 

+ The seat nose is low to minimize pressure on the genital area 

+ Forward seat-tiliting comes as standard, the tilting is stepless 

and lockable in any position; 

+ The gas-spring height-adjustment is user-selected to best suit 

personal comfort 

 
Other benefits 

+ Chair takes about 30 % to 40 % less floor space than usual 

saddle chairs. 

+ Very low weight, weight of lightest model is even less than ⅓ of 

weight of some usual saddle chairs, makes moving easy 

+ High-quality leatherette cover is very durable. For example 

scratching with hard object leaves almost no visible trace. 

Technical specification 

 

 

 

 

Weight 
 
  

Depending on gas spring: 
- XS: 3.45 kg 
- S: 4.00 kg 
- M: 4.25 kg 
- L: 4.55 kg 

Base dia. 48 cm, polished aluminium 

Gas springs according to standards TÜV, DIN and BIFMA 

Height adjustment    
alternatively 43-53 cm, 52-69 cm, 53-74 cm or 
62-87 cm 

Seat 33 x 26 cm, leatherette cover 

Castors dia. 60 mm, for hard floors 

Guarantee 2 years 

Saddlex Mini takes about 30 % to 

40 % less floor space than usual 

saddle chairs. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gas spring lenghts by user height 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accessory 

 

 

16020 - Foot Rest, width: 37 cm  

 + Foot rest can be easily attached also afterwards without 

removing the seat or the base.  

 
 

 

User height Seat height Gas Spring 

Under 150 cm 43-53 cm XS 

150-160 cm 52-69 cm S 

160-180 cm 53-74 cm M 

Over 180 cm 62-87 cm L 

16003XS 
Mini Saddle Chair - Saddlex Mini, 
height adjustment 40-50 cm 

16003S 
Mini Saddle Chair - Saddlex Mini, 
height adjustment 49-66 cm 

16003M 
Mini Saddle Chair - Saddlex Mini, 
height adjustment 50-71 cm 

16003L 
Mini Saddle Chair - Saddlex Mini, 
height adjustment 59-84 cm 

Very low weight makes handling 

easy, even by one hand 

High-quality durable leatherette 

stands well for example scratching 

with hard object 

Saddlex Mini with Foot Rest 

PrProduct codes 
 


